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High rates of HIV infection and injecting drug use are major concerns in prisons across Europe. There is a broad international consensus that people in prison are entitled to a standard of health care equivalent to that available outside of prisons, yet only four Council of Europe countries provide sterile syringes to prisoners as an HIV prevention measure. This failure places prisoners who inject drugs at increased vulnerability to HIV infection simply because of their status as prisoners, raising serious human rights and public health concerns. Article 3 ECHR provides an important tool for advocating for the rights of prisoners to HIV prevention measures, including syringe exchange. The European Court’s recent Art.3 case law indicates that the ECHR can be used to advocate in favour of prison syringe exchange programmes.

Introduction

“Realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all is essential to reduce vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.”

In November 2004, John Shelley initiated legal action against the British Home Secretary under the UK Human Rights Act. A prisoner in HMP Long Lartin, Shelley claimed that
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the health of prisoners who injected drugs was being jeopardised by a lack of access to syringe exchange programmes. This, Shelley argued, forced prisoners to share used syringes, putting them at high risk of HIV infection. Shelley claimed that the failure of the Government to provide prisoners with access to sterile syringes was in violation of Arts 2, 3 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).3

The Shelley case highlights a major concern for AIDS and prisoners’ rights advocates across Europe, namely the denial to prisoners in most countries of effective HIV prevention measures such as sterile syringes, placing them at risk of preventable HIV infection.4 Across Europe, high rates of HIV prevalence among prisoners, coupled with significant levels of injecting drug use and syringe sharing, create a high risk environment for the rapid spread of HIV infection. Although syringe exchange programmes outside of prisons are commonplace, only five Council of Europe Member States have expanded them into prisons.5 This situation raises significant concerns for both public health and human rights.6

Shelley is not the first prisoner to use the courts in an effort to secure HIV prevention and treatment services. Domestic courts have been used by prisoners and their advocates in a number of countries (both successfully and unsuccessfully) to obtain HIV/AIDS services.7 In Canada, Elliott has argued that prohibitions on cruel and unusual punishment in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms could provide a basis for successfully litigating the issue of prison syringe exchange in that country.8 Could Art.3 ECHR be similarly used?

This article will explore the compatibility of state practice with regard to prison syringe exchange against the Art.3 obligations to prohibit torture, inhuman or degrading
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Injecting Reason

It will review the situation of HIV and unsafe drug injecting in European prisons, the approach of various international instruments to the question of prisoners’ rights to health care and HIV prevention measures, and the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights on Art.3 with specific focus on prison health care. It will conclude by exploring the strongest elements of the case law for arguing in favour of a right of people who inject drugs to access sterile syringes while in prison.

Background

HIV/AIDS and injecting drug use in European prisons

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the issues of HIV/AIDS and unsafe injecting drug use in prisons represent an overlap of “two of the greatest public health problems facing all societies”. Across Europe, rates of HIV infection among prisoners are many times higher than that found in the population outside prisons. While some European countries exhibit relatively low rates of infection among prisoners (under 1 per cent), others have rates of infection approaching 10 per cent and higher. Research has also found that rates of Hepatitis C infection—another chronic and potentially fatal bloodborne infection spread primarily through unsafe injecting practices—are generally between 20–40 per cent among prison populations. This high prevalence of bloodborne diseases is primarily linked to injecting drug use and the sharing of syringes, both in prisons and in the wider community.

In addition to high rates of HIV and Hepatitis C infection, high levels of injecting drug use and the sharing of syringes have been documented in prison in many countries. As described by one prisoner in a recent Irish study:

“It’s a merry go round, it’s a breeding ground for drugs, you know? . . . I’m 39 years of age, I seen young fellas coming here at 20 years of age and they never have used a drug in their life and, I only seen recently, in the last two weeks, fifteen of them using one works [syringe], between them . . . 15 using one works and two spikes. There could be five works between 35 people or 40 people . . . each time there’s a search, there could be a works down so that lessens it.”

9 The term “syringe exchange” or “needle exchange” is used to refer to the one-for-one exchange of a used syringe for a sterile syringe, as well as to the distribution of sterile syringes without exchange. Unless otherwise indicated explicitly or by context, the terms “needle” and “syringe” mean a device used to inject fluids into the body, and are used interchangeably throughout the paper.
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Reports of widespread syringe sharing are not limited to prisoners. As described by Antonio Maria Costa, Executive Director of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime:

“I cannot forget visiting a prison where I met an inmate who made a significant amount of money ‘renting out’ a crude syringe he had fashioned out of a ballpoint pen. This fellow charged inmates 1 cent to use this syringe one time, and he told me he was making $3 a day from 300 injections.”

According to the European Monitoring Centre on Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA), as many as 34 per cent of prisoners in some European countries have injected drugs while incarcerated and as many as 21 per cent inject for the first time in prison. The EMCDDA notes: “This raises issues of access to sterile injection equipment . . . among the prison population and the potential spread of infectious diseases.”

The combination of significant rates of HIV and Hepatitis C infection and of injecting drug use create a high-risk environment for the spread of bloodborne diseases via syringe sharing. Transmission of HIV and/or Hepatitis C linked to shared syringes has been documented in the prisons of several European countries including Scotland, Germany and Lithuania.

HIV and Hepatitis C infection are both incurable and both are preventable. According to a recent policy brief published jointly by the WHO, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and UNAIDS:

“The provision of access to sterile injection equipment for injecting drug users and the encouragement of its use are essential components of HIV/AIDS prevention programmes, and should be seen as a part of overall comprehensive strategies to reduce the demand for illicit drugs.”

Most European countries have successfully implemented syringe exchange programmes in the community as a public health measure to reduce the sharing of syringes among people who inject drugs. Research commissioned by the WHO concluded that there is “compelling evidence” that this approach “contributes substantially to reductions in the rates of HIV transmission.”


22 WHO, fn.10 above, p.11.


Despite the effectiveness of syringe exchange as an HIV prevention measure, the implementation of these programmes in all European countries (with the possible exceptions of Cyprus and Malta)\(^\text{24}\) and the evidence of HIV and Hepatitis C infection and injecting drug use among prisoners, only five Council of Europe countries have expanded needle exchange programmes into prisons.\(^\text{25}\) These programmes have proved effective at preventing HIV transmission among prisoners who inject drugs, and have been implemented with no adverse effects on institutional safety or security.\(^\text{26}\) Despite this success, needle exchange programmes remain the exception rather than the rule in European prisons. As a result, people who inject drugs in prisons are effectively denied access to an essential health programme available to people outside prisons—increasing their vulnerability to HIV and Hepatitis C infection solely because of their status as prisoners.

**International law, policy and practice**

Prisoners do not surrender their rights upon incarceration, but instead retain all rights “subject to the restrictions that are unavoidable in a closed environment”.\(^\text{27}\) There is broad consensus that people in prison should not be subjected to substandard health care simply because of their incarceration. Declarations and guidelines from numerous international bodies and organisations—including the United Nations and the WHO—support the principle that people in prison have a right to be provided with a standard of health care equivalent to that available in the community.\(^\text{28}\) This


\(^{25}\) Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Moldova, Luxembourg; see Lines, fn.11 above, p.ii; Jürgens, fn.5 above. Jürgens notes that Ukraine is also preparing to initiate pilot prison syringe programmes.


“principle of equivalence” is fundamental to the promotion of human rights and proper health care standards within prisons.

At the European level, the principle of equivalence is endorsed by the Council of Europe\textsuperscript{29} and in the European Prison Rules.\textsuperscript{30} The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) has been unequivocal in its support, expressing the position that: “An inadequate level of health care can lead rapidly to situations falling within the scope of the term ‘inhuman and degrading treatment’”.\textsuperscript{31} The CPT has noted that the principle of equivalence is reflected in national prison legislation or policy in most European states.\textsuperscript{32}

Although none of these documents or declarations enjoys the status of international law, they are useful in considering international perspectives on the right of prisoners to access sterile injecting equipment. As consensual policy documents formulated by international bodies in collaboration with state representatives, these declarations and guidelines provide direction to states on domestic laws and policies necessary to fulfil human rights obligations.\textsuperscript{33} According to Betteridge, this creates at least an “ethical obligation” to meet these commitments, as these instruments “establish norms that arguably should be followed by states”.\textsuperscript{34}

The Court’s approach to Article 3 in the context of prison syringe exchange

Unlike some human rights treaties,\textsuperscript{35} the ECHR contains no explicit right to health. Therefore, the Convention would appear an imperfect tool for advancing the health care rights of people in prison. However, within the context of detention, the right to health of prisoners is engaged under the Art.3 prohibition of “torture or . . . inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”.\textsuperscript{36} As a non-derogable right without limitation or qualification, Art.3 underlines the fundamental nature of this principle within European

\textsuperscript{29} Committee of Ministers to Member States Concerning the Ethical and Organisational Aspects of Health Care in Prison Recommendation No.R (98) 7 (April 8, 1998) Council of Europe.
\textsuperscript{31} CPT, 3rd General Report on the CPT’s activities covering the period 1 January to 31 December 1992 (1993), para.31.
\textsuperscript{33} ibid., p.14.
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human rights law. Yet despite its fundamental nature, the Court has historically been reluctant to engage Art.3 to address the question of prison conditions, particularly when it comes to enforcing positive obligations on states to provide humane standards of custody.

However, while Art.3 jurisprudence has traditionally addressed cases of deliberate ill-treatment by state actors against persons in detention, more recent case law finds the intent to inflict inhuman or degrading treatment unnecessary for a violation to occur. This development has significant implications for applications to the Court on conditions of detention, and illustrates the expansion of the Court’s approach to include not only the negative obligation of states under Art.3 to refrain from inflicting harm, but also the positive obligation to “ensure that a person is detained under conditions which are compatible with respect for his human dignity”. In recent years, the Court’s expanded interpretation of inhuman or degrading treatment has resulted in states being found in breach of Art.3 based upon poor or inadequate conditions of confinement such as overcrowded and unsanitary conditions, inadequate size, lighting and ventilation, and inadequate toilet facilities. The Court has also established that inadequate medical care can infringe Art.3.

The evolution of the European Court’s Art.3 jurisprudence therefore provides a potential tool to advocate for the right to sterile syringes for prisoners who inject drugs. It is therefore useful to review the Court’s approach to interpreting state obligations under Art.3, and how they might be engaged when addressing the issue of HIV prevention in prisons.

The positive obligation to protect the health of prisoners

Article 3 imposes upon states a positive obligation, or “duty to protect”, the well-being of the people it holds in custody. This “duty to protect” includes “a positive obligation to protect the physical well-being of persons deprived of their liberty”, a duty “to take the practical preventive measures necessary to protect the physical integrity and
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37 “Article 3 (Art.3) enshrines one of the fundamental values of the democratic societies making up the Council of Europe ... and is generally recognised as the internationally accepted standard.” Soering v United Kingdom (1989) 11 E.H.R.R. 439 at [88].


43 Peers v Greece, ibid., at [75]; Kehayov v Bulgaria, ibid., at [71].


46 Hurtado v Switzerland (App. No.17549/90), judgment of January 28, 1994 at [79].
the health of persons who have been deprived of their liberty”, and a duty to “do everything that could reasonably be expected ... to prevent the occurrence of a definite and immediate risk to [a prisoner’s] physical integrity, of which [the authorities] knew or should have known”.48

The state’s positive obligation in this regard has been affirmed by the Court in a number of cases,49 and the jurisprudence is clear that the “duty to protect” the physical integrity of people deprived of liberty includes the obligation to provide them with health care.50 In Pantea v Romania, the Court found that the “positive obligation to protect the applicant’s physical integrity” extends beyond state actors to include the obligation of authorities to provide protection against the foreseeable harmful actions of private third parties, including other prisoners.51

Significantly, the state’s positive obligation to “prevent any harm from being inflicted on [the] physical integrity”52 of people in detention is not lessened in circumstances where the behaviour of the prisoner in question is illegal or prohibited. The case law is clear that Art.3 protections are “absolute”, and apply “irrespective of the victim’s conduct”,53 even if that conduct is unlawful or violates prison rules.54 Therefore, the state’s positive obligation to protect the physical integrity of prisoners who inject drugs remains despite the prohibited nature of the activity, which is particularly relevant in engaging Art.3 protections in the context of prison syringe exchange.

Meeting the definition of injury or ill-treatment in Article 3

How might the Court determine whether the physical harm resulting from sharing syringes in prison constitutes a violation of Art.3? Clearly the strongest case would be if a person were HIV-negative at the time he or she was taken into custody, and was subsequently infected during the detention as a result of sharing contaminated syringes. Applying the Court’s approach in Osman v United Kingdom, the applicant could argue that the state had a procedural obligation to take “preventive operational
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measures’—such as implementing effective HIV prevention programmes—to protect the physical well-being of the individual where it is known to be at risk.\textsuperscript{55} This argument would be particularly resonant if the applicant were known to be an intravenous drug user by prison authorities, or if high levels of injecting drug use, HIV/Hepatitis C prevalence and/or syringe sharing in the country’s prisons had been previously documented.

Whether proof of HIV infection in custody would in itself meet the ‘‘minimum level of severity’’\textsuperscript{56} set by the Court to trigger an Art.3 violation is a question that is unclear from the case law. Although the Court has found that prison conditions leading to the spread of disease can contribute to circumstances amounting to a breach of Art.3,\textsuperscript{57} it has also found that acquiring tuberculosis (TB) while in prison is, on its own, insufficient to constitute a violation, particularly where the applicant receives medical treatment.\textsuperscript{58} However, an applicant could make a reasonable case that infection with TB is not analogous to infection with HIV. Unlike TB, HIV is an incurable disease that is almost inevitably fatal (whether in the short, medium, or longer term). This fact would make it difficult for the Court to minimise the level of severity of the harm to an infected individual, even if treatment were provided. Also, TB is an airborne bacterium transmitted via casual contact, while HIV is transmitted through sexual or intravenous contacts where the risk of transmission can be minimised or prevented if proper measures are provided and used.

While proof of HIV infection during detention would be compelling, it can be argued that it is not necessary to meet the threshold of Art.3. The Court’s jurisprudence has consistently found that ‘‘treatment is considered ‘degrading’ when it is such as to arouse in its victims feelings of fear, anguish and inferiority capable of humiliating them and possibly breaking their physical or moral resistance’’.\textsuperscript{59} It can be argued that in denying access to sterile syringes, the state creates conditions necessitating the sharing and reuse of contaminated injecting equipment among drug dependent prisoners, and with it the constant knowledge that each injection brings significant risk of infection with an incurable or fatal disease. It could be argued that the mental anguish, fear, humiliation and loss of dignity inherent under such conditions in and of itself meets the threshold of degrading treatment.

The obligation to take effective measures

In addition to its positive obligation to protect the health of prisoners, the state has a further responsibility to take effective measures to ensure this positive obligation is met.

\textsuperscript{55} Osman v United Kingdom (1999) 29 E.H.R.R. 45 at [115].
\textsuperscript{56} Ireland v United Kingdom (1975) 2 E.H.R.R. 25 at [162].
\textsuperscript{57} Kalashnikov v Russia (2003) 36 E.H.R.R. 34 at [98]. The fact that the applicant contracted a series of skin and fungal infections while incarcerated in an overcrowded prison cell was an element cited by the Court in finding the Russian Government in violation of Art.3; see also Neomerzhitsky v Ukraine (App. No.54825/00), judgment of April 5, 2005 at [87].
\textsuperscript{58} Alver v Estonia (App. No.64812/01), judgment of November 8, 2005 at [54].
To illustrate this, it is useful to look beyond prison case law and examine other areas of the Court’s jurisprudence under Art.3.

Like certain categories of prisoners, the Court has identified children as a “vulnerable” group particularly entitled to state protection.\(^{60}\) In *A v United Kingdom*, which addressed corporal punishment, the Court found that Art.3, in conjunction with Art.1, “requires States to take measures designed to ensure that individuals within their jurisdiction are not subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”.\(^{61}\) In *Z v United Kingdom*, a child neglect case, the Court affirmed this position, and further specified that Art.3, in conjunction with Art.1, requires that the measures taken should be “effective”.\(^{62}\) The Court found, in this case, an Art.3 violation and specifically cited the failure of the authorities “to take any effective steps to bring [the ill-treatment] to an end”.\(^{63}\)

Applying this approach to the issue of prisons, if Art.3 requires the state to take effective measures to prevent inhuman or degrading treatment, then its positive obligation to protect the health of prisoners who inject drugs is not satisfied simply by providing other forms of drug services that do not address the specific health risks posed by sharing syringes.\(^{64}\) Taking effective measures, in this context, requires that prisons provide sterile syringes, as this is the intervention proven most effective at preventing the transmission of bloodborne diseases among people who inject drugs.\(^{65}\) The Court’s language in *Pantea*, which specified that states must take “all measures within their powers which, given reasonable consideration, would have avoided” the ill-treatment, suggests that the threshold of effectiveness of measures also applies in the prison context.\(^{66}\)

**Vulnerability and the threshold of inhuman or degrading treatment**

In recent years, the Court has demonstrated a willingness to interpret Art.3 in the context of the specific vulnerabilities of a particular detainee. In both *Keenan v United Kingdom*\(^{67}\) and *Price v United Kingdom*,\(^{68}\) the Court’s findings of Art.3 violations were influenced by the unique vulnerabilities of the applicants in question (mental illness and physical disability respectively). In the Court’s view, these vulnerabilities heightened the obligation on the state to provide adequate conditions of confinement (including health services) so as to prevent the occurrence of ill-treatment.

In *McGlinchey v United Kingdom*, the Court found the failure to provide adequate medical services to an imprisoned heroin user—a failure that resulted in her death—was
also a violation of Art.3.\textsuperscript{69} If the Court were in future to interpret heroin dependency itself as constituting a special vulnerability which increases state obligations under Art.3, it would have significant implications for the possibility of a successful application on the issue of prison syringe exchange.

The \textit{Pantea} case, in which the Court found that the vulnerability of the applicant (mental illness) obligated the state to act to prevent harm being inflicted at the hands of other prisoners, is relevant in this regard. Building on the principle established in Art.2 case law,\textsuperscript{70} the Court’s reasoning in \textit{Pantea} suggests that the state can be held responsible for ill-treatment inflicted upon prisoners by individuals other than state actors where that harm could have been reasonably foreseen.\textsuperscript{71} Using this reasoning, if the state has an obligation to protect persons in custody against foreseeable harm from other prisoners, it can be argued that this obligation extends to protection against HIV or Hepatitis C infection via contaminated syringes.

Just as the Court found that prison authorities in Romania should have been aware that Mr Pantea was at risk of harm from other prisoners based upon his special vulnerability, it can be argued that prison authorities in countries with high levels of injecting drug use in prison should be able reasonably to foresee that a prisoner with a history of intravenous drug use has a unique vulnerability to injecting drugs inside the prison—a practice necessitating the sharing of syringes. Given evidence that large numbers of prisoners in some countries inject drugs for the first time while incarcerated, it could be argued that this vulnerability is not limited only to people with pre-existing injecting histories.

\textbf{Engaging a right to sterile syringes under Article 3}

Successfully arguing that the state’s obligation to protect the health of prisoners includes providing access to syringe programmes would require the Court to interpret circumstances that in the past might not been judged as amounting to inhuman or degrading treatment (the denial of sterile syringes) as constituting a violation of Art.3 in light of present day knowledge and standards. Therefore, it would be essential that the Court’s approach follow the evolutive principle, and consider Art.3 as a “living instrument which must be interpreted in light of present day conditions”.\textsuperscript{72}

While the applicant would be seeking to provide a basis for the Court to interpret the Convention in this manner, the state would be seeking to protect against encroachment into domestic policy and legislation. The state can be expected to rely upon arguments rooted in public safety and security, areas in which the Court has traditionally been inclined to allow a significant margin of appreciation to the authorities. In response,

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item \textsuperscript{69} McGlinchy \textit{v} United Kingdom (2003) 37 E.H.R.R. 41.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Osman \textit{v} United Kingdom (1999) 29 E.H.R.R. 45.
\item Prior to being applied to prisoners in \textit{Pantea v Romania} (2005) 40 E.H.R.R. 26, the obligation to prevent the infliction of inhuman or degrading treatment by private non-state actors was cited by the Court in Art.3 applications pertaining to deportations (\textit{HLR v France} (1997) 26 E.H.R.R. 29 at [40]) and the protection of children (\textit{A v United Kingdom} (1998) 27 E.H.R.R. 611 at [22]; \textit{Z v United Kingdom} (2002) 34 E.H.R.R. 3 at [73]).
\item \textsuperscript{72} Selmount \textit{v} France (1999) 29 E.H.R.R. 403 at [101].
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
an applicant would need to provide a basis for the Court to understand the issue of injecting drug use and HIV prevention in prisons within the broad context of current health research and human rights discourse rather than the narrow context of domestic policy and security.

The state might argue that the denial of sterile syringes does not constitute inhuman or degrading treatment as defined in Art. 3. The Court has stated that in order for circumstances to constitute inhuman or degrading treatment, “[t]he suffering and humiliation involved must ... go beyond that inevitable element of suffering or humiliation connected with a given form of legitimate treatment or punishment.” The state may therefore make the case that its prohibition of syringe exchange does not exceed “the practical demands of imprisonment.” Expecting that prisoners refrain from using illegal drugs is a legitimate aim of imprisonment, and the decision against providing sterile syringes in this context is therefore part of a reasonable punishment, not an undue limitation on the rights guaranteed under the Convention. The state might also contend that its positive obligation to protect the well-being of prisoners does not extend to providing sterile injecting equipment because drug use is an illegal activity and a form of self-inflicted harm. Any ill-health effects suffered, such as HIV infection, are therefore the result of the applicant’s own actions for which the state is not accountable.

In response, an applicant can argue that the state’s drug-free prisons aspirations do not override its positive obligation to protect the health of people in detention, and its requirement to take effective measures to do so. Nor does the prohibited or illegal nature of the activity reduce the state’s positive obligations in this regard. The applicant could make a reasonable case that the provision of syringe exchange in no way conflicts with a drug-free policy, as illustrated by the operation of state-funded needle exchange programmes in countries across Europe in a legislative context where drug use remains illegal.

The applicant could also argue that despite existing drug-free policies, there is extensive scientific evidence of intravenous drug use, syringe sharing, HIV and Hepatitis C prevalence, and HIV/Hepatitis C transmission resulting from unsafe injecting in many European prison systems. This body of research makes it difficult for the state to suggest that a totally drug-free prison is even a realistic proposition, let alone one that addresses the risks to health from unsafe injecting in a manner consistent with its positive obligations under Art. 3. Therefore, it follows that a state’s obligations under the Convention should be interpreted in light of this scientific evidence, which comprises a pressing social need in the particular context of HIV/AIDS (an incurable disease easily and rapidly spread via shared syringes). It is reasonable to argue, against this backdrop, that the state’s failure to provide prisoners who inject drugs with an effective means to protect themselves from HIV or Hepatitis C infection constitutes a violation of Art. 3.

The state might argue that the decision to provide prisoners with sterile syringes is a matter of domestic policy in which the Court should not intervene. Furthermore, it could suggest that the small number of European states providing syringe exchange programmes in prisons illustrates the “existence of little common ground between


the Contracting States’ on this issue, and that as a result it is “an area in which [the Contracting States] enjoy a wide margin of appreciation”.75

An applicant could respond that, although prison syringe exchange programmes are currently available in only five Council of Europe countries, the right of prisoners to access a standard of health care equivalent to that in the outside community without discrimination is recognised throughout Europe and internationally. Therefore, the failure of the state to provide prisoners with access to syringe exchange programmes, and the human rights issues engaged by this failure, should be considered in this wider context.

In assessing whether ill-treatment constitutes a violation of Art.3, the Court has stated that it “cannot but be influenced by the developments and commonly accepted standards in the penal policy of the member States of the Council of Europe”.76 In recent years, the Court has also considered human rights reports and guidelines from various external expert bodies—including the CPT,77 the WHO,78 and the International Guidelines on HIV/AIDS and Human Rights79—in its deliberations. This provides a reasonable basis for an applicant to suggest that the Court take international declarations and guidelines on HIV/AIDS and prisons into consideration when adjudicating the issue of prison needle exchange. On this basis, an applicant could argue that the Court should interpret the state’s margin of appreciation within the international consensus on health and human rights norms, including the principle of equivalence, rather than the number of prison systems that have acted to meet these standards.

The Court has previously found that Convention violations “may arise” in circumstances where the “State put an individual’s life at risk through the denial of health care which they have undertaken to make available to the population generally”.80 It can therefore be argued that the fact that syringe exchange programmes are not the norm in European prisons, despite their wide availability outside prisons, is a reflection of the failure of states to meet international standards of prison health care, thereby placing the health of a vulnerable group at unnecessary risk.

The state’s likely counterargument would be that provision of sterile syringes to prisoners would create an undue security risk, jeopardising the safety of prison staff. A Court which found in favour of the applicant would, contrary to the existing jurisprudence, “impose on the authorities an intolerable or excessive burden”.81

The applicant could respond with reference to existing research showing there to be no evidence in support of the contention that prison syringe exchange programmes have negative outcomes on health or institutional security. Evaluations of existing prison syringe exchange programmes find they reduce the sharing of syringes and the
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75 Cossey v United Kingdom (1990) 13 E.H.R.R. 622 at [40].
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79 Enhorn v Sweden (2005) 41 E.H.R.R. 30 at [29].
80 Cyprus v Turkey (2002) 23 E.H.R.R. 244 at [219].
transmission of bloodborne infections,82 improve workplace safety for prison staff, do not compromise institutional safety, and do not lead to an increase in drug use or drug injecting.83 Therefore, it can be argued, the evidence does not support the state’s contention that implementing syringe exchange would constitute an “undue burden”. Lastly, the Court’s jurisprudence is also clear that the financial constraints of a state cannot excuse prison conditions found to be in violation of Art.3,84 and, it follows, as a basis to defend the lack of provision of these health programmes.

Conclusion

John Shelley’s case before the UK courts was dismissed in April 2005.85 This decision illustrates the barriers to mounting an effective case on the issue of prison needle exchange. As Malkin has noted, bringing a successful case in the courts would be a challenging endeavour:

"Establishing a breach of duty—a failure to exercise the degree of care that is reasonable in the circumstances—may be difficult. The central question is: what constitutes reasonable behaviour on the part of prison authorities? Answering it requires authorities to abandon arguments drawn from moralizing and breast-beating, compelling them to engage in a dialogue embracing notions of responsibility, practicality, and confrontation of harm and danger."86

It is likely that these same challenges would exist at the level of the European Court. While a survey of the Court’s jurisprudence reveals a tendency to allow states a wide margin of appreciation on issues of prison conditions, recent case law demonstrates a more vigorous approach where poor conditions of confinement and inadequate prison health services are raised. This provides a basis for the Court to consider an application on the issue of needle exchange in prisons under Art.3 protections. Indeed, as Valette argues, Art.3 has the potential to be used to promote the provision of HIV prevention measures to prisoners. She notes that in failing to provide such measures, “a state not only violates the right of prisoners to health care, including against the transmission of diseases, but it also puts their lives and dignity at stake by exposing them to contracting a fatal disease”.87 Valette concludes, “the ECHR may be used to prevent AIDS-related violations of human rights in prisons”.88
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83 ibid.; Lines, fn.11 above.
85 Shelley v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2005] EWHC 1890. In September 2006, the case was ruled admissible by the European Court of Human Rights, which will hear the case in 2007.
86 I. Malkin, “The Role of the Law of Negligence in Preventing Prisoners’ Exposure to HIV While in Custody” in Jürgens, fn.8 above, apps 1, 6.
87 Valette, fn.6 above, p.116.
88 ibid., p.119.

Foster agrees that Art.3 has "enormous potential . . . [for] prisoners who wish to challenge the compatibility of their conditions of incarceration with the general human rights standards laid down by the Convention". However, he cautions:

"Despite the absolute character of Art.3, the lack of uniform standards and practices on matters such as sentencing, security, and prison resources will lead to a wide margin of appreciation, in turn producing unpredictable case law. As a consequence of this deference, the ECtHR appears reluctant to make an authoritative ruling on specific aspects of prison conditions." 

This reluctance might be even more pronounced in a ruling on an issue as controversial as providing sterile syringes to people in prison. However, the Court’s recent willingness to find states in violation of Art.3 based solely upon poor prison conditions or poor standards of prison medical care—as well as the expanding body of jurisprudence underpinning the states’ positive obligation to protect the health of people in detention—suggests that the ECHR is a potential tool to advocate successfully for access to syringe exchange programmes for prisoners who inject drugs. A positive decision in such a case would not only help secure the rights of a most vulnerable population of people, but also make a significant contribution to the fight against HIV/AIDS across the region.

90 ibid., p.42.
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